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Values in Action – Wedding in ICU
At the beginning of each meeting of the Quinte Health Care Board of Directors, we take a moment to
recognize members of ‘Team QHC’ with the “Values in Action” award. It is my pleasure to share this
month’s extra special story of staff members who went above and beyond to help a patient in the ICU
celebrate a special occasion with her daughters.
Valerie Maracle, had been quite ill and had spent six months in the regional Intensive Care Unit, located
at Belleville General Hospital. One of her daughters, Kristen, had recently become engaged and wanted
her mother to be part of the ceremony. Knowing that Valerie would not be able to leave the hospital,
Kristen asked if she and her fiancé Larry could have a small wedding ceremony in her mother’s room in
the ICU.
The ICU team requested permission to allow a few extra visitors in for the special occasion, provided all
precautions were taken. Members of the management team involved, including ICU Manager Shelley
Kay, wholeheartedly agreed. ICU Social Worker Meghan Shanahan Thain worked closely with the family
to organize the logistics and, on a very special Saturday in February, Valerie was reunited with all three
of her daughters for the first time since 2019 and was able to be a part of Kristen’s special day.

The patient’s room was beautifully decorated by ICU staff and flowers were carefully selected and
arranged by Julia Minek, Executive Assistant to the CEO. Nurses Emma, Rachel and Sierra made a floral
headpiece for Valerie and reorganized furniture in her room to make sure there was plenty of space for
the bride, groom and the bride’s two sisters. A tablet was set up so the wedding could be officiated
virtually and more guests could be a part of the special day without physically being in the room. And
Communications Specialist DJ Riemersma happily took photos and video for the family so they could
forever remember the joyous event.
Meghan explained that she felt compelled to make the family’s wishes come true because they were so
gracious, patient and respectful during their mother's hospitalization, especially during the different
COVID waves and visitor restrictions. She went on to say that the ICU has had so much sadness and
heaviness in the unit over the past two years that to make this special day happen for a special family
really lifted her spirits.
It was an emotional day for all involved and, sadly, it was the last day the family would all be together
with their mother. Valerie passed away shortly after.
To the Maracle family - please accept our heartfelt condolences. We are immensely grateful that you
gave us permission to share this very personal story.
To the bride and groom, Kristen and Larry - may the love that surrounded you that day inspire a
cherished life together. Thank you for allowing our teams to be a part of your special day.
This is an example of the culture we want to advance at QHC – giving our staff and teams permission to
be innovative and be patient-centred despite having to follow rules and protocols. This is especially
relevant in COVID times.
On behalf of the QHC Board of Directors, I want to express our gratitude and appreciation to all the staff
that were involved in making this day possible for the family. You really lived QHC’s value “Imagine it’s
you” and went above and beyond to enhance the patient and family experience.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Board Chair Report
From:
Subject
Meeting Date:
For:
Management Support:

Nancy Evans, Board Chair
Board Chair Report
March 22, 2022
Information

Purpose of Agenda Item
Why brought forward?
Description
()
Information 
The purpose of the agenda item is for the Chair to update the
board on governance-level activities and matters since the last
Discussion /
board meeting
Input
Decision
At this meeting, the Board will be asked to approve Quinte Health Care’s operations and capital
plans for the 2022-23 year. The complexities faced by management in developing these plans
and by the Board in assessing their appropriateness epitomize the challenges facing QHC at
this moment in time.
On the one hand, QHC is still feeling the impact of an unexpectedly strong December/January
wave of COVID among those in the hospitals and also physicians and staff and their families,
which has severely strained the organization.
On the other hand, QHC is trying to turn focus to the future by moving ahead on a new strategic
plan to launch in the fall.
We hope that the future isn’t dominated by continued disruptive COVID outbreaks, but we know
it will bear the thumbprint of the pandemic for many years. This is already apparent in the surgelevel volumes of patients at QHC, the higher acuity of many in part due to deferred health care,
the massive backlogs of surgeries and procedures, the key gaps in community-based and
homecare services, the mental health impacts, and in the system-wide crisis of insufficient
health human resources. Recovery of the system from COVID will be a long and bumpy ride.
The QHC team has navigated these last two years with amazing resilience and nimbleness but
they are tired and strained. Significant additional funding from the Ministry of Health has been
critically important and much appreciated, but sustainability for a multi-site regional hospital will
continue to require attention past the waves of outbreaks.
While the pressures within the hospitals remain high, the public environment is shifting tone as
people hope to turn the page and return to ‘normal’ life. Unfortunately, QHC is far from returning
to its pre-COVID state and I hope that the public support for our hospitals and more importantly
our people will not fade as COVID moves off the front pages. The tail of COVID will be very long
and require stamina to survive.
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It is in this context that today we will assess the financial plans for the next year and in a few
months the strategic plan that will guide the years ahead.
I commend our CEO and Senior Leadership Team for their continued strong leadership,
innovation, and commitment. I welcome the newest members of that team, Lina Rinaldi, Vice
President and Chief Nursing Executive, and Gina Johar, Vice President & Chief Digital Officer.
The creation of the CDO role is an important signal of QHC’s eye on the future even while
navigating the challenges of today.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President & CEO Report
From:
Subject
Meeting Date:
For:

Stacey Daub, President & CEO
President & CEO Report
March 22, 2022
Information

Purpose of Agenda Item
Why brought forward?
Description
()
Information 
The purpose of the agenda item is to provide a CEO update to the
board on key activities related to strategy, partnership,
Discussion /
organizational risks and new opportunities.
Input
Decision
Priorities and Q3 Balanced Scorecard Results
Until we have a new strategy in place, we will continue to focus on the organizational priorities
that were identified and provided to the Board in the fall. These 21/22 priorities were developed
with medical and clinical leadership and are designed to support the organization to focus its
limited resources on the highest impact activity to make a difference in the near term, while
setting the foundations for the future.
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Build Better Access to Care; Stabilize and Support Our Teams
Our central priorities remain mitigating the direct and indirect impact of the pandemic on our
patient access to care and on our teams. As demonstrated in the attached 3rd quarter
Balanced Scorecard results – and described in the separate COVID Update – we have faced
significant hospital capacity and the health human resources pressures throughout this
pandemic, but most acutely during the omicron wave. The cumulative impact of the waves has
been challenging for the organization, our community and the people who work at QHC. At
present, we are simultaneously managing the impact of deferred care, including increasing
demand for ED and in patient services, tackling the surgical and diagnostic imaging backlogs,
all while, facing significant health human resource shortages and community capacity deficits.
Our short term priorities are focused on building capacity to serve our patients and supporting
our people and teams.
•

Build Better Access to Care: Lina is working with the clinical programs on key priority areas
to enable timely access to care in the right place to meet patient needs. This includes reopening the Quinte Gardens transitional unit, working with the OHT to explore and advance
future home care partnerships, Emergency Department diversion opportunities, and
improving patient flow processes. Jeff and the surgical and diagnostic imaging clinical
leaders are working to strategically optimize our approach to the surgical and DI backlog.
The Provincial surgical backlog was estimated to be 420k prior last fall prior to the Omicron
wave and the immediate priority will to ensure access for patients with long waits that are
beyond clinical standards.
While we will continue to face capacity challenges for months to-come, early work of our
leaders are also having positive impacts for our patients. For example, Program Directors
Heather Campbell and Angela Roode have worked to strengthen our partnerships with
Long-term Care Homes and Home & Community Care. The team’s absolute perseverance
to ensure ALC patients can move to the right place of care is showing some early results.

•

Support Teams and Stabilize Staffing: Work on this critical priority is focused on: innovative
recruitment strategies; wellness and recognition programs; and supporting our teams and
individuals to ensure retention. For example, the HR team and Managers have been
successful in recruiting 15 nurses through the provincial New Graduate Guarantee Program
to start this summer, and the Professional Practice team is revamping the orientation and
onboarding program to support their successful entry to the nursing profession. Colin’s work
with the Chiefs to monitor physician wellness, stability and to promote collaboration have
been instrumental to supporting our physician leaders and teams during such a tumultuous
time.

Re-Imagine Our Future
•

Strategy: The strategic planning process update is provided as a separate agenda item. I
have been inspired by the depth of input we have received to-date and am pleased with how
key themes are starting to coalesce around a shared purpose and priorities. I look forward to
the board generative session in April, when we can share these with the board for your
continued input and refinement. It has also been wonderful to see the many ways in which
the strategic intents explored through the strategic hives across our communities are
already starting to come to life in different ways across QHC.
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•

Future of Clinical Care: An update on the launch of the regional HIS/clinical transformation
project – now called Lumeo – was provided to the QPC committee and is in the consent
agenda package.

•

Renew Partnerships My stakeholder engagement and relationship-building activities over
the past two months are attached for information.

Senior Leadership Team Updates
I am thrilled to now have a complete Senior Leadership Team with Lina Rinaldi joining QHC as
the Vice President & Chief Nursing Executive in February, and Gina Johar as the Vice President
& Chief Digital Officer in March. Thank you to Bill, Jeff and Susan for filling in the gaps and
increasing their portfolios over the last few months while we completed these strategic
recruitments.
The Board was introduced to Lina at our January meeting and will be able to meet Gina this
month. Over the next three years, Gina will help chart the course for digital health at QHC,
including the implementation of the new regional health information system. She will also
spearhead new digital and technology solutions with an emphasis on supporting our team and
the patients we serve – with a collaborative focus on service excellence, improving the patient
experience, and building partnerships. Gina’s portfolio includes Information
Technology/Information Services, Privacy, Decision Support, Patient Registration and Health
Records.

Item 3.2a

FY 2021-2022 Balanced Score Card
Q1
65.5%

Q2
Q3
58.6%
65.6%
63.9%

Q4

Emergency Department survey results:
("Would you recommend Emergency Care?")
Quarter
Baseline
Result

Q1
67.5%

Q2
Q3
67.5%
66.7%
65.6%

Q4

Margin against top line projected
expenditures
Quarter
Target
Result

Q1
0.30%

Q2
Q3
0.0%
0.39%
-0.90%

Q4

Planning Our Future

Time to Inpatient Bed (hours) - 90th
Percentile
Quarter
Target
BGH
Result
TMH

Q1
12
10.4
14.1

Q2
12
15.9
42.9

Q3
12
17.6
47.4

Q4
12

Wait times measures (out of 8) meeting
target
Quarter
Target
Result

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

4
4

1

2

Unfilled Shift Needs as a % of Total Shifts
Quarter
Target
Result

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

8.0%
11.5%

13.4%

13.9%

Number of Implemented Safety & Quality
Improvement Ideas
Quarter
Target
Result

Q1
-

Q2
-

Q3
100
56

Q4
200

Strategic
Planning

Quarter
Baseline
Result

Stabilize
Staffing

Inpatient survey results:
("Would you recommend this hospital to family?")

Build Better Access to Care

Make Improvements for Today

Team Based
Improvements

Financial

Patient
Experience

Patient
Experience

Monitoring

Total # of individuals engaged through the
strategic planning process
Quarter
Target
Result

Q1
0
-

Q2
30
45

Q3
1,300
1,869

Q4
1,500
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Chief of Staff Report
From:
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Meeting Date:
For:
Management Support:

Dr. Colin MacPherson
Chief of Staff
March 22, 2021
Information

Purpose of Agenda Item
Why brought forward?
Description
()
Information 
The purpose of the agenda item is for the COS to update the
board
Discussion /
Input
Decision
Physician leadership remains very engaged in our collective QHC effort to manage patient flow,
human resource, and workload pressures across the organization. In an effort to maintain a shared
understanding of the challenges in front of us we recently invited our Clinical Program Directors,
and Site and Division Leads to an MAC meeting to share perspectives and brainstorm solutions
with our Chief/Medical Directors. This was another occasion to renew our commitment to a “one
team” approach to our challenges. Maintaining situational awareness across the organization is
important to our collective ability to accommodate to changing pressures in various areas, and to
minimize resentment and conflict.
In recognition that transitions in patient care are points of significant risk, particularly in the midst of
workload and human resource pressures, the MAC has committed to renew rules and expectations
around consultations, handovers, and transfers of care in the organization. It is recognized that
effective transitions are important to optimizing patient flow, effecting timely discharges, and
improving patient outcomes. This will involve our chief’s consulting with physician groups across
our hospitals and drafting renewed rules and expectations that at once respect the limitations of our
circumstances but at the same time place a high standard for communication and collaboration
across the patient journey. While we hope to arrive at a new policy defining rules and expectations
around consultations, handovers, and transfers by the end of the summer, it is the process of
having conversations with physicians and demonstrating support for and interest in their lived
experience in these matters, that we expect will be most productive both for revealing opportunities
for improvement and for maintaining the “one team” attitude across all services.
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Quality of Patient Care Committee
Update on QHC’s COVID-19 Response and Planning
From:
Subject
Meeting Date:
For:
Management Support:

Christian Sauvageau, Chair QPC
COVID-19 Response
March 22, 2022
Information
Susan Rowe, Vice President, People & Strategy

Purpose of Agenda Item
Why brought forward?
()

Information
Discussion /
Input
Decision

Description
The purpose of agenda item is to provide an update on QHC’s
experience over the Omicron wave; projections for the next
six months; and ongoing risks and response to the constantly
evolving capacity and health human resource situation.

Background
The QHC Incident Management Team – comprised of a cross-section of Directors,
Chiefs/Medical Directors, and SLT members – continues to meet three times per week to
monitor and respond to the evolving COVID-19 situation impacting QHC’s hospitals. The goals
throughout the Omicron/5th wave have been to:
1. Ensure plans are in place to manage extreme surge pressures.
2. Enable agile response and decision-making to evolving capacity pressures across the
organization.
3. Monitor and quickly respond to teams that need additional support.
4. Ensure ongoing communications and awareness across the organization and with
partners.
5. Liaise with local community and hospital partners to collaboratively address capacity
pressures.
The following graph illustrates how different the omicron wave experience has been for QHC
patients/teams, in comparison to previous waves.
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Current Situation
The four QHC hospitals have been operating well beyond our expanded bed capacity, with
clinical staff shortages across the organization. On March 1 we moved into an “extreme surge”
and had a record high number of medicine patients across QHC hospitals, with 22 people
waiting in our EDs for an inpatient bed, and some stays in the ED extending past 3 days.
It is clear that while overall COVID-19 cases and hospitalizations in Ontario have dropped
dramatically since the peak in mid-January, QHC teams and patients are still dealing with
significant direct and indirect pressures related to the pandemic. The number of COVID positive
inpatients at QHC hospitals reached a peak of 38 in mid-January, dropped as low as 5 in earlyFebruary, but had climbed back up to 26 by late February. This is different than the COVID
hospitalization rates in the province overall.

The high COVID hospitalizations locally could be because HPE is ahead of an omicron uptick
that will soon be experienced across the province. Or could also be due to 1) the lower immunity
in this region with less COVID cases in earlier waves; and 2) our older population with more
chronic illnesses that increase the likelihood of hospitalization with COVID.
The number of QHC staff and physicians with COVID similarly plateaued and then more
recently increased again. While this may not be surprising given the lifting of public health
restrictions, this long and bumpy tail of the 5th wave – combined with the indirect pandemic
impacts – leads to ongoing risks for vulnerable people in our communities, and staffing and
capacity pressures on the hospital.
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QHC Staff - COVID Impacts
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The following graph demonstrates that local rates (per 100,000 population) have plateaued at a
level far higher than other areas of Ontario.
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Our COVID-specific projections are that we can expect similar or even an increase in COVID
volumes into at least mid-April, particularly following the lifting of public health restrictions in
March. The prediction is that – baring any new COVID variant – summer COVID volumes will be
lower and COVID could become endemic by fall. This means we could continue to see seasonal
COVID cases over the winter months each year, although hopefully a mild version.
Capacity Pressures
The capacity pressures at QHC hospitals have been particularly significant over the past three
months. While some of this pressure is related directly to COVID patients in hospital, we are
also experiencing the indirect pandemic impacts – particularly delayed access to care in our
older population with more chronic illness. The daily average number of acute patients was 248
in January 2022, compared to 211 in January 2021 and 190 in 2020.
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The increase in alternate level of care patients needing to stay in hospital is also part of the
explanation for our current capacity challenges, as shown below.

Conversely, ER visits declined significantly during the last three months as patients with less
serious conditions delayed care or sought other alternatives. However, in February ER visits
started to increase again.
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Staffing Pressures
Throughout this winter, our ongoing health human resource shortages have been severe due to:
a) our existing challenges filling vacant positions; b) the increased patient volumes; and c) the
number of staff off work due to COVID. In order to staff the units, a number of strategies needed
to be used, including:
• Ramping down surgery and other non-urgent services and redeploying a total of 48
nurses to inpatient medicine units and emergency departments.
• Moving to team-based models of care with nurses being supported by PSWs and other
team members so they could take on a higher patient assignment. Similarly, physician
Hospitalists have been supported by extenders such as Physician Assistants, Nurse
Practitioners, Residents, Pharmacists performing medication reconciliation, etc.
• Employing agency nurses on a temporary basis.
• Staff and physicians took extra shifts and voluntarily cancelled vacation time. Some
Nurse Managers also stepped in to take patient assignments when their team was short.
• Floating clinical staff on a shift-by-shift basis to areas of greatest need.
• Loyalist college students and other temporary staff assisting as Health Care Aides and
other care team supports.
• Pausing any non-urgent work in all areas of the organization.
Even with these strategies, there have been many shifts where staff were working short. We are
incredibly grateful to the entire QHC team who have stepped up to ensure patients were
continuing to receive high quality care during these ongoing challenges. QHC currently has 200
staff vacancies, including 77 nursing positions, and an average of 55 staff off work due to
COVID or COVID symptoms.
Looking forward, we anticipate that the health human resource shortages will continue to be
acute for at least the next two years. We are continuing to work with QHC leaders, health care
and education partners to find more innovative mid and long-term solutions to address these
challenges and ease the burden on our teams.
Surgical Impacts
As of February 24, all but two of the redeployed staff have been returned to their home unit in
order to enable surgical and other non-urgent services to ramp back up. QHC is currently able
to perform about 73% of our November 2021 surgical volumes. Increasing beyond this volume
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will be challenging due to Anesthesia and Surgical Nurse shortages, but we remain committed
to find creative solutions to return to at least 100% of previous volumes, and ideally beyond in
order to deal with the surgical backlog.
A total of 542 surgeries were delayed due to the January/February surgical ramp down, a large
portion of which were total joint replacements and cataracts. By comparison, 1,753 surgeries
were delayed during wave one and 883 during wave 3.
The following shows the percentage of patients currently exceeding the provincial wait time
targets for surgery. However, it is important to note that this only includes patients who have
seen a surgeon. There are also a large number of patients who are still waiting for a consult, for
initial diagnostics, or even to see their family care provider.

Diagnostic imaging services were not ramped down as a direct result of wave 5, although
staffing issues have caused recent increases in wait times for less urgent imaging, particularly
for MRI scans.
Outbreaks
Another difference with Omicron has been the number of hospital outbreaks, given the high
transmissibility of this variant. Of note, at the peak of wave 5 there were more than 230
outbreaks declared at Ontario hospitals. QHC has experienced 10 separate outbreaks since
December 2021. A total of 37 patient and 54 staff cases were attached to these outbreaks and,
sadly, two patient deaths.
A COVID-19 outbreak is defined by Public Health Ontario as 2 or more confirmed cases of
patients and/or staff in a specific area within a 10-day period where both cases have reasonably
been hospital acquired. Up until February 16, any staff or patient case without a confirmed high
risk exposure in the community was assumed to be hospital-acquired. With the opening of
schools and other activities, Public Health now assumes staff cases to be community acquired
unless there has been a break in PPE or other known source of transmission at work.
Of the 251 QHC team members who have gotten COVID since December 23, 85% have been
through known community exposures and 15% in the workplace, including during breaks.
The QHC Infection Prevention and Control team worked closely with the unit leaders, staff and
Public Health to identify each outbreak, immediately implemented enhanced control measures
and ensure each outbreak was brought to an end as quickly as possible. It has been reassuring
to see the level of expertise and diligence from the entire QHC team to both prevent outbreaks
and reduce further spread.
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Looking Forward
While the general sense across Ontario is that we are at the tail-end of this pandemic, the
pressures across QHC and the health system remain very intense and there is considerable
uncertainty about the ongoing direct and indirect challenges related to the pandemic. QHC
leadership has discussed the following planning assumptions.
What can we expect?
Patients

Resurgence of demand for outpatient care, plus impacts of delayed
access to care
2 years of surgical and imaging backlog

People

Fatigue, time away from work, increased retirements
HHR challenges for at least 2 years

Partners

Disrupted health system due to delayed care, HHR challenges, etc.
Continued disruptions of supply chains impacting key drugs and
medical supplies

Environment

Potential for future COVID waves
Pre-and-post election uncertainties
Operating and capital financial risks

What QHC strengths will support us?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strong teams and leaders, stable board
One QHC team, with evolving culture
Continued agile response to respond to fluctuating COVID numbers
OHTs and other creative partnership opportunities in a low-rules environment
Ongoing advocacy with regional and provincial decision-makers
Re-imagining a new future for QHC, with our patients, teams and partners

From a pandemic perspective, it is critical that we stay-the-course on our infection prevention
and control precautions, including masking, vaccine policy, and thoughtful application of care
partner visiting policies. These combined practices have served us well for the first two years of
the pandemic and will continue to be vital tools to keep people safe as we move forward.
We also need to retain focus on a limited number of key priorities, to both focus on improving
the situation for our patients and teams today, and re-imaging the future of QHC:
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Support Teams and Stabilize Staffing
We have undertaken numerous approached to focus on individual/team support and coverage
to meet patient needs and enhance the work life of our team members. This includes:
• Continuing to focus on recruitment efforts to fill vacant positions
• Demonstrating appreciation and recognition for all staff, physicians and volunteers
through a variety of initiatives
• Investing in physician extender supports
• Professional practice and education investments to support clinical staff, particularly
novice nurses to have a more successful transition into the profession during the
pandemic
• Wellness and mental health supports for staff
• Supporting and encouraging vacation time wherever possible
• Finding the appropriate time to relaunch the strategic planning process to co-design the
future of QHC
Summary
The QHC team has once again demonstrated incredible resiliency and commitment as we
moved through the most challenging wave of this pandemic yet. While COVID numbers have
decreased, there is still significant community spread. We are experiencing a long and bumpy
tail of wave 5 and need to continue to maintain our infection control precautions to ensure a
better spring and summer ahead.
In addition, the combination of delayed access to care and deteriorated health; increasing
demands for hospital care; fatigued staff/physicians/leaders and health human resource
shortages will continue to challenge the system for many months to come. We cannot continue
to rely on the short-term, crisis management solutions for these long-term issues. Instead, we
will continue to work as one QHC team and with our partners to appropriately manage these
risks and apply innovative solutions.
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GOVERNANCE, COMMUNICATIONS & STRATEGY COMMITTEE
Strategic Planning
From:
Subject
Meeting Date:
For:
Management Support:

Gary Hannaford, Chair, Governance, Communications & Strategy
Committee
QHC Strategic Planning Process
March 22, 2022
Information
Stacey Daub, President & CEO

Purpose of Agenda Item
Why brought forward?
Description
()
Information
The purpose of the agenda item is to provide an update on the
strategic planning process.
Discussion / 
Input
Decision
Background
The strategic planning process was paused from December until February to allow leadership to
focus on the pandemic response for wave 5. The pause was good timing in that leadership had
just completed the extensive engagement with 1800 stakeholder touchpoints through the
pollination phase and strategy hives. Additionally, we had the discussion at the December
Board generative session on the key themes coming out of the hives and how these could start
to be translated into a QHC purpose statement and 5-year strategic directions for the
organization. As a reminder, a high-level summary of the key themes is attached.
Since mid-February, the SLT has had the opportunity to gradually turn attention back to the
strategy, including broader leadership and Strategy Core Team discussions to start to frame a
QHC Purpose Statement, Strategic Directors and key Enablers.
Updated Timing and Next Steps
The ongoing pandemic has necessitated more agility in planning for the future, including how
this strategic planning process continues to unfold. The staffing challenges and patient volumes
remain high, plus the leaders need time to re-charge and support their teams. That being said –
when done correctly – this consultative process of reimagining the future of QHC can be
energizing and help the QHC teams see the opportunities and ways to control the current
challenges.
With this in mind, the intent is to continue with the strategic planning momentum that started in
the fall, but stretch out the process and find for additional ways to engage teams and the
communities in the ongoing process. As outlined below, the goal is to have all pieces of the
strategy developed so that we are in a position to launch formally in September, with the first
year implementation planning already prepared. It is also important to note that the continued
engagement on the strategy within the organization and with our community are already
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positively reframing relationships and setting the foundations for the implementation of the
strategy.
The key elements of the work between now and September include:
1. Strategic plan development, including the purpose, priorities, enablers, values, 5-year goals
and first initiatives;
2. Refreshed QHC branding that supports the strategy implementation; and
3. Year-one implementation plan, including goals, metrics and key initiatives.
Item
Leadership work on draft
purpose, directions
Refresh QHC values (internal
engagement process)
Loop back with Core Team,
strategy hive participants,
other key stakeholders
Leadership work on draft goals
and initiatives
Board generative meeting
(purpose, priorities, branding)
Branding engagement – key
stakeholders
Finalize branding, approvals
Strategy implementation
planning – metrics, first
initiatives, etc.
Finalize strategy wording/
graphics based on branding
Launch

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

April Board Generative Session
The next major milestone for Board involvement will be the April 26th generative session. This
should be ideal timing to bring the board back together for another strategy discussion, with the
specific goals of:
1. Receive and discuss draft purpose and directions
2. Provide input into 5-year metrics/goals/first initiatives
3. Receive update on values refresh process
4. Provide input into branding
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Audit and Resources Committee
From:
Subject
Meeting Date:
For:
Management Support:

John Kearns, Board Treasurer & Chair of Audit and Resources
Committee
22/23 Operating Plan / Budget
March 22, 2022
Decision
William Tottle, Vice President & CFO

Purpose of Agenda Item
Why brought forward?
Description
()
Information
The purpose of agenda item is to approve the 22/23 Operating
Plan / Budget
Discussion /
Input
Decision 
Motion
The Board of Directors approve the 22/23 Operating Plan /
Budget as reviewed and recommended by the Audit and
Resources Committee
The Audit & Resources Committee met on March 8, 2022 to review the 22/23 Operating Plan /
Budget.
The committee received a briefing from management which included the environmental context,
strategies, assumptions and the operating and financial risks for the 22/23 fiscal year.
The committee discussed the underlying assumptions including, but not limited to funding,
inflation and the pandemic.
The committee had an in depth discussion on risks associated with the budget and the 22/23
fiscal year including the investments to stabilize operations given the current health human
resources issues, volume/acuity pressures, the requirements to support a post pandemic
recovery period and the financial risks.
Management prepared a balanced budget, however due to the continued operating context
created by the pandemic, the health human resources issues and the relative supports in the
community the budget has significant deficit pressures. The budget assumes that the deficit
pressures will be mitigated through advocating for stabilization funding and the support of onetime non-recurring expense recoveries.
The committee supports and recommends approval of the 22/23 Operating Plan / Budget and
recognizes the need for agility as management will react to continued challenges, but also to
opportunities given the operating context and the launch of the QHC strategy.
Attached is the 22/23 Operating Plan / Budget.
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Appendix A
22/23 Operating Plan / Budget
Context Setting
For context, the 22/23 operating plan follows many years of restraint, a stabilization period and
then followed by a two plus year pandemic, of which the implications are still being felt
operationally and financially.
The plan is being initiated in an environment of significant challenges of Health Human
Resources, sustained capacity challenges in both the Hospital and the Community and a
healthcare system that continues to remain in transition.
As a result of this context, the operating plan needs to be thoughtful of investments and risk taking
to position Quinte Health Care to stabilize, maintain services and quality of care to patients and
families and to support/advance a new strategic plan.

22/23 Operating Plan / Budget
The 22/23 operating plan will need to address a number of knowns and unknowns including, but
not limited to, a continuing health human resources issue, the implications of a fragile / under
resourced community services model, on-going operational pressures due to the pandemic, the
advocacy for sustainable funding for a multi-site regional hospital and the launch of a new
strategic plan.
Senior leadership are undertaking a multi-year, multifaceted approach to ensure Quinte Health
Care is sustainable and moreover, in a position to invest discernably to advance the
organizations strategy to reimagine Hospital and Community care in the region of Hastings and
Prince Edward Counties. This by design, will include a degree of risk taking in an uncertain
environment around funding.
Senior leadership developed the 22/23 operating plan with this context and includes key
planning assumptions:
-

-

Advocacy for sustainable funding for a multi-site regional Hospital that is experiencing
significant pressure and healthcare gaps in the community
Utilizing the 22/23 Priorities management will develop strategies around health human
resources, capacity, patient flow and quality of care
Advancement of strategies to address regional Surgical and Diagnostic Imaging back
logs created by the pandemic
Identification of new and emerging opportunities including new lines of business,
leverage existing real estate capacity, development of new models of care and
leveraging enabling technology
The operating plan needs to consider, plan and support the advancement of the
Regional Health Information System to support the organizations Clinical Transformation
agenda
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-

Lastly, leveraging the historical operational review and new benchmarking to advance
efficiency opportunities

22/23 Operating Budget Risks
The most significant risk to the operating plan is the ability to realize a comprehensive
“recovery” strategy for the organization as a whole while investing in on-going stabilization
strategies and setting the stage for the launch of a new strategy.
Financially, the Ministry of Health have created a supported funding environment for the 22/23
budget by confirming
-

Base Budget increases
Maintaining investments for bed capacity
Open to maintaining COVID supports

However, the funding environment does not fully reflect the operating environment of an
unsustainable health human resources crisis, the implications of delayed care due to the
pandemic which is combined with capacity challenges in the community and the need to make
investments to stabilize and pivot.
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Quinte Health Care
22/23 Operating Plan
($000's)

Annual
Budget
21/22

Annual
Budget
22/23

Ministry of Health - Global
Ministry of Health - One Time
Patient Services
Marketed Services
Recoveries & Other Revenue
Investment Income
Amort - Deferred Contributions
Revenues

164,847
32,545
22,069
1,965
2,112
150
4,362
228,049

171,703
36,750
21,259
2,063
2,063
75
4,806
238,719

Compensation - Salaries
Compensation - Benefits
Medical Staff Remuneration
Medical & Surgical Supplies
Drugs & Medicine
Supplies & Other Expenses
Amortization of Capital Assets
Expenses
Operating Surplus/(Deficit) Before Unditributed
Undistributed Expenses
Operating Surplus/(Deficit)

117,149
31,614
15,752
9,323
11,579
36,352
5,837
227,607
442
443
(0)

120,520
33,577
16,105
9,733
13,733
37,972
6,658
238,298
421
421
0

Note
The notes are an integral part of the Financial Statements. The management Financial
Statements are unaudited, prepared based on generally accepted accounting standards and
may have reporting differences to externally audited annual audited Financial Statements.
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Quinte Health Care
Budget Assumption Notes
22/23 Operating Plan / Budget
Funding
-

The budget includes 2.0% base funding increase inclusive of global and growth
The Ministry of Health confirmed one-time bed capacity support for ICU, In-Patient and
Quinte Gardens
The budget includes advocating and securing support for COVID supports

Staffing
-

The budget assumes full complement, however there is a recognition of the current
staffing challenges. The budget assumes 1% wage inflation.
The budget also includes the annualized impact of initial stabilization investments that
were made in 21/22

Pandemic (COVID) Expenses
-

-

The expense and funding supports continues to evolve as the organization enters year
three. Management continues to plan and anticipate changes based on underlying
science and will advocate for unfunded investments.
The balanced budget, includes $3.0 million of incremental COVID related revenue /
costs that are not included in general guidance from the Ministry. This includes
expenses such as Screening, Security, Housekeeping, Partnering, PPE. The expenses
are not in pandemic guidance and management will advocate for stabilization funding for
the 22/23 fiscal plan year as part of the balancing strategy.
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Audit and Resources Committee
From:
Subject
Meeting Date:
For:
Management Support:

John Kearns, Board Treasurer & Chair of Audit and Resources
Committee
22/23 Capital Budget
March 22, 2022
Decision
William Tottle, Vice President & CFO

Purpose of Agenda Item
Why brought forward?
Description
()
Information
The purpose of agenda item is to approve the 22/23 capital budget
Discussion /
Input
Decision 
Motion
The Board of Directors approves the 22/23 Capital Budget as
recommended by the Audit and Resources Committee
The Audit & Resources Committee met on March 8, 2022 to review the 22/23 Capital Budget.
The committee received a briefing from management which included the 22/23 Capital Budget
covering Redevelopment, Major / Minor Projects, Infrastructure, Information Services, RHIS and
Clinical Program Support.
Management’s briefing outlined the intention to continue to mature and strengthen multi-year
capital planning in order to integrate the organizations new strategic plan, Clinical Service
Planning, Master Planning, the implications of the deferred backlog in Clinical Programs and to
also support more effective engagement, planning and fundraising with Foundation partners.
The committee reviewed and discussed the underlying assumptions for the capital budget.
The committee had an in depth discussion on risks associated with the capital budget and
specifically, that Clinical Program Budget, where historically and is the case for 22/23, the
surveyed needs exceed the capacity of the Foundation(s) and QHC. The committee reviewed
managements strategies and approach to addressing Clinical Program Support needs for 22/23.
The committee supports and recommends, in principle, the approval of the 22/23 Capital Budget
which includes approval to engage the Foundation(s) for support and the strategies to address
capacity issues with the BGH site.
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Appendix A
22/23 Capital Budget – Clinical Program Budget
Overview
The following schedule is a sub-set of the overall 22/23 Capital Budget; the Clinical Program
Budget represents the annual survey requirements prioritized as critical, essential and
necessary and prepared by site and program.
Management anticipates support from TMH, PECMH and NHH as the survey is within known /
historical support. In the case of BGH, management anticipates support for Critical replacement
and will work with Operations and the Foundation to address an approach to replacement
support for Essential identified needs.

QHC
22/23 Budget
($000's)

Clinical
Budget
22/23

BGH
TMH
PECMH
NHH
Total

6,690
1,847
714
100
9,350

Avg Foundation Funding

3,316

The BGH survey needs exceed
historical Foundation support.
-

$ 556k Critical
$6,434k Essential

The balance of the Clinical Program
Survey needs is within known /
historical support
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Quinte Health Care
Board of Directors Meeting
January 25, 2022 (Videoconference)
A meeting of the 2021/22 Board of Directors of Quinte Health Care was on Tuesday, January 25,
2022 via videoconference. N. Evans chaired the meeting.
Present:

Guest:

Nancy Evans, Chair
Lisa O’Toole, Vice-chair
John Kearns, Treasurer
Janet Dalicandro
Aileen Edwards
Andrew Fleming
Gary Hannaford
Patrick Johnston
Tamara Kleinschmidt
Peggy Payne
Ross Rae
Christian Sauvageau
Stacey Daub, President & CEO
Dr. Colin MacPherson, Chief of Staff
Sarah Corkey, Interim Chief Nursing Officer
Lina Rinaldi

Regrets:

There were no regrets.

Staff Present:

Jeff Hohenkerk
Susan Rowe
Bill Tottle
Catherine Walker
Olivia Maynes, recorder

1.0 Call to Order
N. Evans welcomed everyone, acknowledged members of the media and special guest Lina Rinaldi,
and called the meeting to order at 3:15 p.m.
1.1 Approval of Agenda
Motion:

To approve the open session agenda of January 25, 2022

Moved by:
Seconded by:
Carried

G. Hannaford
P. Payne

1.2 Declaration of conflict
There were no conflicts declared.
2.0 QHC Values in Action Award
N. Evans noted that this award typically focuses on a team or individual that displays the QHC values,
however for this month’s QHC Values in Action Award, the board would be highlighting a way for
everyone to express gratitude to all team members at QHC facing the enormous weight of wave 5 of
the pandemic.
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N. Evans encouraged everyone to take a few moments to send messages of hope, gratitude, care
and support to the frontline workers and hospital staff of all four QHC hospitals.
3.0 Reports
3.1 Report of the Chair
N. Evans reviewed her report, highlighting the extensive discussion that took place at the January
committee meetings and how, despite the ongoing pandemic pressures, the Board has been kept up
to date on all relevant information.
N. Evans thanked the Foundations and Fund Development Committee for their ongoing support
throughout the pandemic. The Foundations and Fund Development Committee have continued to raise
funds for capital equipment, while also rallying around QHC staff and physicians to show their support.
The Board congratulated S. Daub on her one-year anniversary with QHC.
3.2 Report of the President & CEO
S. Daub introduced Lina Rinaldi as the incoming Vice President and Chief Nursing Executive. S.
Daub noted how extensive her experience is in the hospital and home/community care sector and her
ongoing role as an Accreditation Canada surveyor.
The Board received a COVID update on the following topics:
1. Current state: despite COVID numbers having peaked earlier in January, hospitalizations are
continuing to go up. Visits to the emergency department are trending downwards
2. QHC outbreak update: 2 active outbreaks
3. QHC has not had to provide additional support by accepting inpatients from outside the region
4. Impacts of this wave on health human resource shortages are being felt in both acute care,
and home/community care/long-term care
5. Steady increase in the alternate level of care patients at QHC
6. Growing partnerships between QHC and community organizations and post-secondary
institutions
7. Pathway forward will focus on purposeful recovery
The Board discussed the impact this wave would have (if any) on mortality. S. Daub noted that it is
too early to determine.
3.3 Report of the Chief of Staff
Dr. MacPherson commented on the huge impacts of this wave, noting many staff are working on
adrenaline and having to fill in gaps on schedules resulting in many working additional overtime. Dr.
MacPherson added that this extra effort has been challenging.
The Board was advised that once the pandemic winds down, the focus will be on recovery and not
just taking a break or vacation. Dr. MacPherson noted that during the recovery phase we should take
time to learn from, and reflect on the past waves.
The Board inquired about the impacts of the recent Health Canada approval of the new COVID drug
tablets and how they will impact potential future waves of COVID and any new variants. Dr.
MacPherson noted that it is unclear how this new drug will react to potential new variants and that it
remains unclear when QHC will receive them.
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4.0 Consent Agenda
Approval of the following items was included within the consent agenda:
The Board requested the minutes be updated to reflect two small typos.
6.1
6.2
Motion:

Minutes – November 23, 2021
Approve Financial Statements
The QHC Board of Directors approves the September 2021 financial statements.

Motion:

To approve all items within the consent agenda of January 25, 2022.

Moved by:
Seconded by:
Carried

P. Johnston
J. Dalicandro

5.0 Adjournment
5.1

Motion to adjourn session at 4:15 p.m.

Moved by:
Carried

J. Dalicandro

Next meeting:

March 22, 2022

Action Items
- There we no action items from the January 25, 2022 meeting.

____________________________
Nancy Evans, Board Chair
Board of Directors

________________________________
Stacey Daub
President and CEO and Board Secretary
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AUDIT AND RESOURCES COMMITTEE
From:
Subject
Meeting Date:
For:
Management Support:
Purpose of Agenda Item
Why brought forward?
()
Information
Discussion /
Input
Decision 
Motion

John Kearns, Board Treasurer & Chair of Audit and Resources
Committee
January 2022 Financial Statements
March 22, 2022
Decision
William Tottle, Vice President & CFO

Description
The purpose of agenda item is to approve the January 2022
Financial Statements and receive the organizations January
Finance Report
The QHC Board of Directors approves the January 2022
financial statements.

Overview
Please find attached the January 2022 Finance Report, inclusive of the January 2022 Financial
Statements.
The Committee reviewed the January 2022 Finance Report including the Unaudited September
Financial Statements. The discussion included:
-

-

The small first half surplus, generated largely due to lower wages due to acute Health
Human Resource pressures
The need for concerted investments in the second half of the year to address the Heath
Human Resources as well, as the need to address higher than anticipated volume in the
Emergency Department and In-Patient programs due to delayed care through the
pandemic and capacity concerns in the community
The organizations near term working capital pressure which is expected to resolve with
more timely receipt of pandemic supports and the approved Working Capital Fund
Initiative funding
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GOVERNANCE, COMMUNICATIONS & STRATEGY COMMITTEE
Committee Work Plan and Terms of Reference
From:
Subject
Meeting Date:
For:
Management Support:
Purpose of Agenda Item
Why brought forward?
()
Information
Discussion /
Input
Decision 
Motion

Gary Hannaford, Chair GCSC
Approve NAC Committee Work Plan and Terms of Reference
March 22, 2022
Decision
Susan Rowe, Vice President People & Strategy

Description
This agenda item is for GCSC to review and approve the
Nominations Ad-hoc Committee’s work plan and terms of
reference.
The QHC Board of Directors approves the Nominations Adhoc Committee’s work plan and terms of reference for
2021/22.

As per policy V-A-7, the Nominations Ad-hoc Committee (NAC) reviewed and approved the
attached work plan and terms of reference at their first meeting, held on February 15, 2022.
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QHC Board of Directors
Committee Report
From:
Subject
Meeting Date:
For:
Management Support:

Tamara Kleinschmidt, Chair NAC
Nominations Ad-hoc Committee Report
March 22, 2022
Information
Jeff Hohenkerk, Vice President

Purpose of Agenda Item
Why brought forward? ()

Information
Discussion /
Input
Decision

Description
A summary for the full Board of Committee agenda items, excluding
the items that are brought forward to the Board agenda

The Nominations Ad-hoc Committee (NAC) discussed the following updates at their February 15, 2002
meeting:
Debrief of 2021-22 Recruitment Process
The committee reviewed the recruitment process from 2021-22, noting how many excellent candidates
applied and were interviewed, making the decision to only select two very difficult. The committee also
discussed, how to keep non appointed candidates engaged with meaningful community participation, to
prepare them to reapply the following board year.
Recruitment Process for 2022-23
The Nominations Ad-hoc Committee discussed the process to fill one vacant position for the 2022/23
Board of Directors. There are four directors whose terms expire in June of 2022. One director has
informed the Board that he will not be seeking re-election. Three directors all eligible for re-appointment
and have expressed their desire to serve another term.
The committee also reviewed the recommendation from GCSC for recruitment for the 2022-23 Board
vacancies, noting that given the excellent cross section of the current skills profile, recruitment should
focus on deliberately searching for diversity on the QHC Board. It was also communicated that the NAC
should also continue to search for individuals who have past board governance experience.
For 2022/23, the NAC will work closely with QHC Communication Team to undertake targeted
marketing and recruitment strategies with a diversity, equity and inclusion lens.
Note the application process opened on February 25th with a deadline for applications March 25th at
4:00pm.
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QHC Board of Directors
Committee Report
From:
Subject
Meeting Date:
For:
Management Support:

Gary Hannaford, Chair of Governance, Communication and Strategy
Committee
Governance Communication and Strategy Committee Report
March 22, 2022
Information
Susan Rowe, Vice President People & Strategy

Purpose of Agenda Item
Why brought forward? ()

Information
Discussion /
Input
Decision

Description
A summary for the full Board of Committee agenda items, excluding
the items that are brought forward to the Board agenda

At the March meeting, in addition to what is in the Board Package, GCSC received or discussed
information on the following topics:
Annual Board Evaluation Process
GCSC reviewed the annual board evaluation process, which includes the: board effectiveness survey;
peer-to-peer survey/self-evaluation; committee evaluations and specific meeting evaluations.
GCSC also determined two improvements for this year:
1. A specific Board Chair survey to provide feedback; and
2. Each Director will only be asked to complete 4 peer evaluations – rather than 12 – which should
improve the depth of feedback provided. The evaluators will be selected based on committee
membership. There will also be an optional opportunity to provide feedback to other board
members.
Board members will be receiving the surveys in April for your completion.
2022/23 Board Meeting Structure
Based on a previous surveys and informal feedback, GCSC has determined that for the 2022/23:
1. All committee meetings will continue to be held virtually. This provides better flexibility to
members, reduces travel time and helps with logistics when some board members have
long gaps in the committee day (e.g., GCSC ending at 10:30 a.m. and A&R starting at 3
p.m.).
2. Meetings of the full board will be held in person (i.e., regular board meetings, AGM,
education day, generative sessions, board retreat).
3. The Board will therefore be able to return to having one board meeting each year at
PECMH, TMH and NHH.
4. In-person attendance at regular board meetings will be strongly encouraged, with virtual
attendance allowed in exceptional circumstances. People needing to join in-person
meetings virtually would need to be aware there are limitations to the cameras and sound
that may impact their ability to participate fully, especially when the Board is not meeting
at the BGH Education Centre.
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Selection Process for Board Officers, Committee Chairs and Members
GCSC reviewed and confirmed the process to select Board Officers, Committee Chairs and
Committee Members for 2022/23. Directors will be receiving an email in April to informally confirm
their support for the proposed Chair, Vice Chair and Treasurer for 2022/23.
Directors will be asked for their preferences for Committee membership and willingness to serve as a
Committee Chair as part of the self-evaluation survey in April. Final committee membership will also
include consideration of: prior experience in relation to matters before the Committee, as identified
through the Director Skills Matrix; balance of skills and expertise; and the expectation that each director
shall serve on a variety of different board standing committees over the course of their service as a
director.
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QHC Board of Directors
Committee Report
From:
Subject
Meeting Date:
For:
Management Support:

Christian Sauvageau, Chair Quality of Patient Care
Quality of Patient Care Committee Report
March 8, 2022
Information
Lina Rinaldi, Vice President, CNE

Purpose of Agenda Item
Why brought forward? ()

Information
Discussion /
Input
Decision

Description
A summary for the full Board of Committee agenda items,
excluding the items that are brought forward to the Board
agenda.

The Committee virtually met on March 8, 2022 and were provided an overview of the current
COVID-19 pressures during Wave 5 and the impact on QHC. In addition, general impressions
of the past 4 weeks regarding quality and patient safety which remain forefront with staff despite
the challenges were also highlighted. The Quality of Patient Care Indicator Report, critical event
from Q3, Patient Experience report, Patient safety report and an update on both the Regional
Health Information System and Homecare were provided in the consent agenda.
Quality of Patient Care Indicator, Patient Experience and Patient Safety Reports
Overview:
Patient Experience:
QHC obtains feedback on the experiences of our patients and their loved ones through two
main streams, interactions with the Patient Relations staff and through various surveying tools.
Patient surveying methodology is being explored along with a new vendor selection which is in
progress through the OHA with an aim to improve feedback collection.
Patient Safety Report Highlights
Test/Procedure/Treatment (TPT), medication and falls continue to be the most frequently
occurring safety events in the organization with actions to address in progress. 2022/23
priorities include enhancing patient safety reporting and event management processes with a
focus on data utilization, refresh of falls prevention and pressure injury prevention programs and
Accreditation Canada ROPs.
Quality Indicators
The Clostridium Difficile Infection (CDI) rate is reflecting numbers of cases similar to those we
saw in early 2020/21. While the supply chain continues to be unstable for many
medical/surgical items, cleaning agents are in good supply. This is currently isolated to one
quarter and cases are being monitored closely by infection control.
The longitudinal survey question focused on preparation at discharge continues to have poor
results. Staffing pressures which result in less time per patient, bed flow pressures which can
result in more frequent transitions between care providers and the absence of family supports
during COVID visiting restrictions all play a significant role in this measures performance.
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The ED length of stay for complex and uncomplicated patients remains high and is reflective of
bed pressures. These bed pressures have become increasingly significant due to home and
community care capacity, rising ALC rates, an increase in the acuity and complexity of those
patients requiring admission and ongoing health human resource challenges.
The left without being seen (LWBS) percentage continues to fluctuate although improved from
pre-pandemic rates. Staffing pressures in ED has impacted on the flow of lower acuity patients
through the ED as more complex patients are being prioritized. The opening of the Respiratory
Assessment Clinic will help to alleviate lower acuity ED volumes.
COVID-19 Response and Wave 5 Experience:
S. Rowe provided a comprehensive update on COVID-19/Emergency Operation Centre and a
summary of the Wave 5 experience. The four QHC hospitals have been operating well beyond
our expanded bed capacity, with clinical staff shortages across the organization. On March 1 we
moved into an “extreme surge” and had a record high number of medicine patients across QHC
hospitals, with 22 people waiting in our EDs for an inpatient bed, and some stays in the ED
extending past 3 days.
It is clear that while overall COVID-19 cases and hospitalizations in Ontario have dropped
dramatically since the peak in mid-January, QHC teams and patients are still dealing with
significant direct and indirect pressures related to the pandemic. The number of COVID positive
inpatients at QHC hospitals reached a peak of 38 in mid-January, dropped as low as 5 in earlyFebruary, but had climbed back up to 26 by late February. This is different than the COVID
hospitalization rates in the province overall.
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QHC Board of Directors
Committee Report
From:

John Kearns, Board Treasurer & Chair of Audit and Resources
Committee

Subject
Meeting Date:
For:
Management Support:

Audit and Resources Committee Report
March 22, 2022
Information
William Tottle, Vice President & CFO

Purpose of Agenda Item
Why brought forward?
Description
()
Information 
A summary for the full Board of Committee agenda items, excluding the
items that are brought forward to the Board agenda
Discussion / Input
Decision

The Committee met on March 8, 2022. The Committee received reports for decision which are
included in the Board of Director agenda. The following is a summary of items reviewed and
discussed at the meeting.
1. Finance Report – January 2022
The committee reviewed and recommends approval by the Board of Directors, the January
2022 Finance Report inclusive of the January 2022 Unaudited Financial Statements. This
item is included in the Board of Director agenda.
2. 22/23 Operating Plan
The committee received, reviewed and recommends approval by the Board of Directors, the
22/23 Operating Plan / Budget.
The committee received a briefing from management which included the environmental
context, strategies, assumptions and the operating and financial risks for the 22/23 fiscal
year. The committee discussed the underlying assumptions including an in-depth discussion
on risk.
Although a balanced budget has been developed, there are significant underlying deficit
pressures due to the continued operating context created by the pandemic, the health human
resources issues and the relative supports in the community the budget. The balancing has
only been achieved through a combination of supported funding and one-time items.
3. 22/23 Capital Budget
The committee received, reviewed and recommends approval by the Board of Directors, the
22/23 Capital Budget. The item is included in the Board of Director agenda.
The committee reviewed and discussed the underlying assumptions for the capital budget.
The committee had an in depth discussion on risks associated with the capital budget and
specifically, that Clinical Program Budget, where historically and is the case for 22/23, the

surveyed needs exceed the capacity of the Foundation(s) and QHC. The committee reviewed
managements strategies and approach to addressing Clinical Program Support needs for
22/23.

4. Audit Assurance Services – 22/23
The committee, utilizing a regional tender for audit assurance services, will enter into a oneyear contract with KPMG for audit services for 23/24. This is due to a delay in issuing a
tender in 20/21 which will be undertaken in 2022.
As a result, the committee recommends to the Board of Directors, the appointment of KPMG
LLP as auditors for the 22/23 fiscal year.
5. Other
In addition to the above noted items, the committee received updates on the status of two
additional items the outcomes of which are being brought back to the committee at a future
meeting.

Accountability Agreements
The committee received a briefing on the Ministry’s intention to extend, under the same terms
and conditions, the Hospital Sector Accountability Agreement (H-SAA) and the Multi-Sector
Accountability Agreement (M-SAA). In support of the sector who are reacting to the latest
pandemic outbreak, the Ministry of Health have also waved the requirement to file the annual
planning submissions for each Agreement and will use a modified approach for 2022/23.
Regional Health Information System (RHIS)- Update
The committee received an update on the status of the regional financing strategy, which is
nearing completion and the engagement for support from the Foundations and the Fund
Development Committee.
The Regional Health Information System Finance team centrally negotiated both short-term
and long-term credit facilities to support the implementation of RHIS. The contracted
negotiations are nearing completion and credit facilities are expected to be in place by March
31, 2022.
The senior leadership team has engaged the Foundations and Fund Development
Committee in support of RHIS. The organizations have been progressing with Board of
Director approval for pledge support with two organizations passing resolution of support.

Review Statutory Filings
The committee received a regular report and briefing on statutory filings. All statutory filings
are current.
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Quality of Patient Care Committee
Regional Health Information System (RHIS) Update
From:
Subject
Meeting Date:
For:
Management Support:

Christian Sauvageau, Chair QPC
RHIS Update
March 22, 2022
Information
Lina Rinaldi, Vice President and Chief Nursing Executive

Purpose of Agenda Item
Why brought forward?
Description
()
Information 
The purpose of this agenda item is to provide an update on the
RHIS project.
Discussion /
Input
Decision
As you know, we are preparing for an exciting clinical transformation as we implement a new
Regional Health Information System over the next three years.
Our patients deserve the best, safest care we can provide. This is why most hospitals have
already implemented these systems, or are in the process like
us. Standardized care, supported by an advanced electronic system,
reduces errors and duplication, improves quality, and enhances the patient
experience. We are excited to be on this journey with our teams and our
patients. Once implemented, the regional system will replace paper-based
records, and provide a single source of individuals' health information and
clinical tools that will help health-care workers coordinate and deliver safe,
high-quality care throughout the region.
Due to the impact of Wave 5 on our collective hospitals, the planning for the RHIS was on a 1
month pause of which has now resumed and the with the project starting to ramp up and the
Regional HIS team beginning to engage hospital Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) on project
work, including members of Team QHC. The SMEs will work in collaboration with a team from
the six hospital organizations partnered on this project, and contribute their knowledge and
expertise through a variety of engagements. The Regional HIS team is governed by regional
project Councils and Committees - working together to ensure success.
We are mindful that the pandemic has caused significant challenges over the past two years
and will continue to keep a close eye on the impact to our team of staff and physicians as the
Regional HIS project ramps up. You may also be wondering about the “Lumeo” logo. In the
coming weeks there is a plan to communicate more about the project name ‘Lumeo’, which is
inspired by the unifying power of light and clarity as we work toward better insight and brighter
outcomes.

